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Electrical Performance of All-Polymer Solar Cells
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ABSTRACT: Organic solar cells that have all-polymer active layers may have
several advantages compared with polymer−small molecule systems including
improved mechanical and thermodynamic stability; however, an all-polymer active
layer does not guarantee robust mechanical behavior. Here, we consider key
parameters that may influence the mechanical behavior and power conversion
efficiency of all-polymer solar cells (all-PSCs). Considerations include the thermal
transition temperature of the polymers, the molecular weight (MW) of the
polymers, and film morphology. The impact these features have on mechanical
behavior is probed by measuring the cohesive fracture energy (Gc), crack onset
strain, and elastic modulus. We find that the selection of ductile polymers with high
MW enhances interchain interactions that improve the mechanical resilience of the films. High-MW polymers are also found to
maximize the power conversion efficiency (PCE). Using this strategy, BHJ films with the best reported combination of Gc (7.96
J m−2) and PCE (6.94%) are demonstrated. Finally, it is found that increasing the film thickness increases the fracture energy of
the films but at the cost of PCE. These findings provide a fundamental perspective on the design strategy to achieve high
performance and mechanically robust organic solar cells.

■ INTRODUCTION

As the power conversion efficiency of organic solar cells
(OSCs) continue to improve,1−4 the thermomechanical
stability of the active layer becomes increasingly important to
ensure stable operation over the life of the device. Many of the
recent performance gains in OSCs have come by blending
electron donating polymers with non-fullerene small molecule
acceptors (SMAs).5−7 While the performance values are high,
blends with SMAs tend to exhibit poor thermomechanical
stability, due to the diffusion of the SMAs in the bulk
heterojunction (BHJ), resulting in an unstable morphology
and thus leading to performance degradation,8 or they can act
to embrittle the film, similar to that shown for polymer:-
fullerene-based blends.9−11 In contrast, BHJs with all-polymer
blends can be more morphologically stable, a characteristic
associated with their macromolecular nature that may limit
diffusion.12 All-polymer films are also expected to be tougher
due to the long aspect ratio of polymers allowing for the
distribution of load across the length of the chains and through
chain entanglements.13 Based on the aforementioned qualities
of all-polymer blends, blending two semiconducting polymers
is likely to result in a mechanically robust active layer. This has
been generally observed, supported by reports that all-polymer
solar cells (all-PSCs) exhibit improved mechanical properties
compared to their polymer:SMA counterpart.14,15 All-PSCs
have also been improving in performance with power
conversion efficiencies (PCEs) exceeding 10%.16−18 Thus,

all-PSCs are a promising approach to achieve thermally and
mechanically stable, high-efficiency organic solar cells.
However, the improved mechanical behavior of all-PSCs is
not guaranteed and they can be mechanically fragile.19

Mechanical failure may be due to a number of features
including constituent polymers being glassy, poor intermo-
lecular interactions, and unfavorable segregation behavior. The
previously observed fragility was partially attributed to the low
molecular weights (MWs) of the constituent polymers.19 The
importance of MW on mechanical behavior has also been
found in polymer−fullerene systems where Bruner and
Dauskardt reported that the increase in the MW of P3HT
significantly increased the fracture energy (Gc) of
P3HT:PCBM BHJs.20 However, increasing the MW of
P3HT resulted in a drop in the power conversion efficiency.
All-PSCs, on the other hand have been reported with a positive
correlation between MW and PCE.21 Inspired and motivated
by these results, we attempt to understand the role of the MW
of polymers with favorable thermomechanical characteristics
on the mechanical stability and device performance of all-
PSCs.
To reveal the desired structure−function relations, we

selected polymer semiconductors with promising thermome-
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chanical characteristics and potential for high performance.
The polymers selected are the electron donating PBnDT-
FTAZ (herein referred to as FTAZ) and the electron accepting
P(NDI2OD-T2), also known as N2200, with molecular
structures given in Figure 1a. These materials also have

complimentary absorption spectra (Figure 2a) and appropriate
energy level offsets for efficient exciton dissociation and charge
collection.22 In addition to the optoelectronic characteristics,
these polymers are found to be ductile, which has been shown
to be a good screening tool to asses toughness,23 as discussed
further below. Our primary interest is to explore the impact of
the polymer MW and film morphology on mechanical behavior
for an All-PSC. Thus, the number average MW (Mn) of FTAZ
was varied from 15 to 117 kg mol−1, as measured by high-
temperature gel permeation chromatography (HT-GPC), with
the details of the polymers considered given in Table 1. A
single high-MW P(NDI2OD-T2) was chosen with an Mn of 92
kg mol−1 to focus on the role of MW of one polymer
constituent.
Here, the morphology of the BHJ films produced is reported

first as characterized by grazing incidence wide-angle X-ray
scattering (GIWAXS) and resonant soft X-ray scattering (R-
SoXS). It is found that the packing characteristics and domain
spacing are similar with MW. The GIWAXS shows a similar
packing orientation with the MW with additional scattering
peaks observed in the low-MW FTAZ. The R-SoXS shows
similar domain spacing with MW. Importantly, the similar
molecular organization allows for unambiguously determining
the role of polymer MW on the mechanical and electrical
behavior of the films. The solar cell performance is then
reported showing that the power conversion efficiency
increases with the MW of the FTAZ. Next, the thermal
transitions of the polymers and blends are investigated by
dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA), which reveals that both

polymers have thermal transitions around −20 °C, indicating
that the polymers are viscoelastic at room temperature. The
observed thermal transitions are then used to assist in
understanding the measured mechanical properties. The
mechanical behavior of the films is characterized by measuring
the Gc, the crack onset strain (COS), and the elastic modulus
(Ef).

19,23 Ef characterizes the stiffness of the film, while the
COS captures the film ductility, and Gc is a quantitative
measure of resistance to crack propagation and failure.
Together, these metrics provide a relatively complete view of
the film’s mechanical resilience.19,24,25 We find that the change
in COS with FTAZ MW is well correlated with the films’
fracture energy, suggesting a similar physical dependence of
MW on both mechanical properties. This is important as COS
can be used as a simple screening tool for film toughness.23 It is
found that when the Mn of FTAZ extends beyond 30 kg mol−1,
the measured elastic modulus and fracture energy are
consistent with the onset of chain entanglements. This enables
the longer chains to effectively transfer an applied load to its
neighbors, increasing the ductility and toughness of the BHJ
films. Quite interestingly, it is found that once achieving this
entanglement threshold, the fracture energy of the blend is
largely dictated by the tougher constituent polymer, providing
insight into possible future device design strategies. Ultimately,
the highest-MW polymer films are found to have the highest
measured fracture energy and are also found to maximize the
solar cell PCE. Together, the high-MW BHJ films are found to
have the highest reported combination of power conversion
and fracture energy that the authors are aware of.19,20,25 These
results demonstrate the importance of selecting individual
polymers with appropriate thermomechanical characteristics
and polymer MW in achieving high performance and
mechanically robust all-PSCs.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Film Morphology and Device Performance. The
molecular packing in the film was probed by GIWAXS26 for
both neat and blend films with the 2D scattering images given
in Figures S2 and S3. In-plane and out-of-plane line
profiles taken from these 2D images are given in Figure S2
for the neat films and Figure 3 for the blend films. All neat
FTAZ films had relatively weak diffraction consistent with low
crystallinity, compared with other semi-crystalline polymers
(e.g., PffBT4T-2OD and P(NDI2OD-T2)). The observed
scattering was indicative of films with a largely face-on stacking
configuration. The low-MW FTAZ films (15k and 25k) had
diffraction peaks that were not observed in the other films,
including an out-of-plane peak at approximately 1 Å−1 and an
in-plane peak at 1.2 Å−1. These peaks are not commonly
observed in FTAZ films, even in highly ordered drop-cast
films.27 An additional detailed analysis is required to fully
describe the ordering in these films that is beyond the scope of
this paper. Nevertheless, the out-of-plane peak is believed to be
associated with a higher-order alkyl stacking (h00), while the
in-plane peaks are believed to be from the backbone (00l),
suggesting the presence of chain-extended aggregates.
Previously, GIWAXS measurements for an MW series of
FTAZ did not show these additional diffraction peaks.28 This
previous study used 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (TCB) as the
processing solvent, which is a poorer solvent of FTAZ than
chlorobenzene (CB) used in the current study. The change in
solubility of the polymer may result in a different packing
behavior and hence the difference in diffraction. Next, the neat

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the inverted OPV device architecture and
the molecular structures of FTAZ and P(NDI2OD-T2). (b)
Schematic of the crack onset strain test. Illustrations (i) and (ii)
indicate the effect of increasing the molecular weights on the
formation of cracks under large strain. (c) Test specimen for the four-
point bending tests. Illustrations (iii) and (iv) indicate the effect of
increasing the molecular weights on the size of the plastic zone behind
the crack tip.
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P(NDI2OD-T2) film shows a stronger diffraction consistent
with its semicrystalline nature and had a largely face-on
stacking configuration. In the blend films, diffraction from both
FTAZ and P(NDI2OD-T2) is observed. The packing
orientation of the polymers in the blend film is similar to the
neat films, and the blend films with the low-MW FTAZ
continue to display the additional diffraction peaks, as
highlighted in Figure 3. The diffraction from the higher-
order P(NDI2OD-T2) peaks are less apparent than the neat
films, suggesting that the blends have a slightly lower
P(NDI2OD-T2) packing order.
The blend films were further studied by R-SoXS,29 which

probes the mesoscale morphological parameters in the film.
The Iq2 versus q profile maxima observed in the films
correspond to a long period (domain spacing) of ∼34 nm for
all MWs of FTAZ as shown in Figure 2b. The long period, as
probed by R-SoXS, has been shown to be generally critical to

Figure 2. (a) Normalized absorbance spectra of neat (solid lines) and blend (dashed lines) 15k and 120k films and neat P(NDI2OD-T2) films
spin-coated on ZnO-coated ITO/glass substrates. (b) Circularly averaged R-SoXS profiles of the blend films at the beam energy 283.4 eV. The
profiles are arbitrarily shifted vertically for better comparison. (c) Current density vs voltage curves of FTAZ:P(NDI2OD-T2) devices of 15k, 25k,
30k, 40k, 60k, and 120k FTAZ. (d) Change in the current density and PCE of the OPV devices with an MW of FTAZ. The mean and the first
standard deviation of the photovoltaic performance were calculated from at least seven devices and used as the uncertainty.

Table 1. Number-Averaged Molecular Weights (Mn) of Different Variants of FTAZ and Average Electrical Performance of the
Respective FTAZ:P(NDI2OD-T2) Devicesa

designation Mn (kg mol−1) dispersity (Đ) JSC (mA cm−2) VOC (V) FF (%) PCE (%) max PCE (%)

15k 15.9 1.65 6.86 ± 0.27 0.896 ± 0.005 55.99 ± 1.75 3.44 ± 0.12 3.56

25k 23.7 1.77 10.01 ± 0.67 0.907 ± 0.005 60.72 ± 1.91 5.51 ± 0.34 5.82

30k 28.5 1.82 10.81 ± 0.17 0.912 ± 0.005 62.65 ± 0.25 6.18 ± 0.11 6.39

40k 40.9 1.96 11.22 ± 0.17 0.916 ± 0.004 60.37 ± 0.29 6.21 ± 0.10 6.36

60k 60.1 1.89 11.56 ± 0.38 0.911 ± 0.008 61.13 ± 1.27 6.44 ± 0.30 6.87

100k 105.2 1.94 11.56 ± 0.74 0.914 ± 0.005 61.05 ± 0.46 6.45 ± 0.36 6.93

120k 116.9 1.91 11.93 ± 0.13 0.912 ± 0.007 61.60 ± 0.86 6.70 ± 0.11 6.94
aThe mean and the first standard deviation (given as the uncertainty) of the device performance was calculated from at least seven devices.

Figure 3. (a) In-plane and (b) out-of-plane line profiles of the
FTAZ:P(NDI2OD-T2) blend films taken from the 2D GIWAXS
images given Figure S3. The scattering intensities are offset for clarity.
The indices that are provided in red are attributed to FTAZ, while
those in black are attributed to P(NDI2OD-T2).
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the solar cell performance to help ensue efficient exciton
dissociation and charge collection.21,30,31 The long period
measured in our FTAZ:P(NDI2OD-T2) films is at a length
scale appropriate for efficient photocurrent generation and
charge collection.21,30,31 Previously, we have shown that the
mechanical response of an all-PSC active layer (PBDT-
TS1:PPDIODT) was relatively independent of the measured
domain spacing, which was systematically varied through the
use of a solvent additive.19 Nevertheless, the similar long
period found in the FTAZ:P(NDI2OD-T2) films helps
unambiguously determine the role of MW on the mechanical
and electrical behavior of the BHJ films.
The electrical performance of FTAZ:P(NDI2OD-T2)-based

OPV devices is tabulated in Table 1 for different FTAZ MWs,
with characteristic current density−voltage (J−V) curves of the
best performing devices given in Figure 2c. The highest
efficiency of 6.7% (with the maximum at 6.94%) was achieved
from 120k FTAZ-based devices. A marginal drop in the PCE
of the devices was observed with the decrease in FTAZ MW
from 120k to 30k followed by a sharper drop to 5.82 and
3.44% for 25k and 15k FTAZ, respectively. The drop in PCE
was primarily driven by the drop in photocurrent as shown in
Figure 2d. Li et al. made a similar observation where the high-
MW FTAZ:PCBM blends exhibit better device performance.28

They attributed the increase in performance with the MW of
FTAZ to a stronger face-on stacking orientation and smaller
phase separation as determined from R-SoXS.28 In the current
study, while we have a similar trend in performance with the
FTAZ MW, we do not see a significant difference in packing
orientation or domain size. To further probe the origin of the
increase in Jsc with MW, we measured the space-charge-limited
current (SCLC) hole mobility (μh) of the blend films as shown
in Figure S4. The μh of the blends were calculated to be from
7.81 × 10−4 to 1.98 × 10−3 cm2 V−1 s−1 with no clear trend
between hole mobility and FTAZ MW. In addition, we
considered changes to the refractive index of the films. Vezie et
al. reported an increase in the extinction coefficient of DPP-
based copolymers with an increase in MW, which then resulted
in an increase in the Jsc of polymer:fullerene-based devices.32

We measured the optical constants of the FTAZ:P(NDI2OD-
T2) films using variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry
(VASE). As shown in Figure S5, the extinction coefficient (k)
of the blend films showed an increase corresponding to the
FTAZ MW consistent with that observed in the DPP
polymers. Thus, the increase in the extinction coefficient of
FTAZ with MW is believed to contribute to the increase in Jsc.
However, changes in internal quantum efficiency cannot be
ruled out, particularly in the low-MW FTAZ films where there
is a large drop in Jsc that cannot be attributed to a change in
absorption alone.
Mechanical Characterization. Dynamic Mechanical

Analysis. We now turn to the mechanical behavior of the
films and first consider the baseline thermomechanical
behavior of the individual polymers. DMA is a powerful tool
to study thermal transition temperatures associated with
mechanical relaxations in polymers. It is particularly useful in
the case of donor−acceptor-type conjugated copolymers, such
as FTAZ27 and DPP4T,33 which do not show clear thermal
transitions with the more commonly used differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC).34,35 The storage modulus (E′) and tan(δ)
for the neat polymer films are given in Figure 4a,b. In the DMA
scans, there is a clear drop in E′ for the FTAZ films near −25
°C for all MWs considered. Using the peak in tan(δ) to define

this thermal transition, the FTAZ samples exhibit transitions in
the range of −26 to −20 °C with a marginal drop in the
transition temperature with an increase in MW as provided in
Table S2. There is also a subtle thermal transition that is more
clearly observed in the low-MW samples at approximately 30
to 40 °C. Thus, we consider the transition near −20 °C to be a
subtransition and label it as Tβ and label the transition near 40
°C as Tα in Figure 4a. For FTAZ, the cumulative drop in E′ is
relatively small for a glass transition given its low crystallinity.
There is also no clear MW dependence of the thermal
transitions, which is a common feature of a glass transition.36

Thus, neither transition fits a classical view of a glass transition,
and the physical origin of the observed thermal transitions
represent a complex relaxation behavior that requires further
study outside the scope of this report. Similar to FTAZ,
P(NDI2OD-T2) was found to have a thermal transition at
−21 °C. In the blend films, a single thermal transition is
primarily observed between −20 and −24 °C, as shown in
Figure S6. The transition temperature of the blend films is
expected given the similar thermal transition temperatures of
the two polymers. While the origin of the transition
temperatures requires further study, the fact that they are
near or below room temperature shows that the films are
viscoelastic at room temperature, which gives the potential for
significant toughness as long as the criterion that sufficient
intermolecular interactions is met.37,38

Film on Elastomer Characterization. The ductility of the
films was probed by COS measurements, with results for the
neat and blend films given in Figure 5a. The neat FTAZ films
are found to exhibit a monotonic increase in COS with MW,
where the MW of 15k has a COS of ∼10% and the COS for
120k exceeds 100%. These results are similar to the increase in
elongation at break with increasing MW that is observed in
polymers in conventional tensile tests.39 As discussed in the
previous section, FTAZ at all MWs is viscoelastic at room
temperature, and hence this trend is attributed to an increase
in polymer chain length and entanglements, which allows the
chains to slide past one another, preventing chain scission and
preventing crack formation at chain ends. The high-MW
P(NDI2OD-T2) films exhibit a COS of ∼60%. The blend
films follow a similar trend of increase in COS with the MW of
FTAZ. For low-MW FTAZ blends, the COS of the blend was
found to be slightly higher than the neat FTAZ films, likely due
to the interaction of the brittle FTAZ with the more ductile
high-MW P(NDI2OD-T2). In the moderate MW FTAZ blend
films, the COS track well with the neat FTAZ COS. For the

Figure 4. (a) Storage modulus (E′) and (b) tan(δ) of drop-cast neat
FTAZ samples of different molecular weights and P(NDI2OD-T2)
measured by DMA temperature sweeps at 1 Hz. The E′ curves are
arbitrarily offset for clarity.
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blend film with 120k, the COS was found to be closer to the
COS of neat P(NDI2OD-T2) films, which became the limiting
polymer. Different features of cracks are illustrated in Figure 1b
with the optical micrographs in Figures S7 and S8 for the neat
and the blend films, respectively.
The elastic modulus (Ef) of the films, measured using a

wrinkling metrology approach, is plotted in Figure 5b. It was
observed that the neat 15k and 25k films exhibited
substantially lower elastic moduli compared to the higher-
MW variants. These results are consistent with the general
trend that the elastic modulus of polymers increases with MW
until surpassing several times the entanglement MW where the
elastic modulus tends to plateau.13,40 A similar observation has
been made experimentally and computationally in other
conjugated polymer systems.13,41 This suggests that the
FTAZ entanglement Mn is below 30 kg mol−1. This is
consistent with the unique diffraction and thermal transition
behavior observed for the low-MW FTAZ, where the lack of
entanglements allows for the proposed chain-extended
aggregate conformation.40 A similar trend in Ef with the MW
was found in the blend films, where the 15k and 25k blend
films were found to have a lower Ef than the higher-MW films.
The blend films exhibited marginally higher stiffness compared
to the neat films of respective FTAZ variants but generally fell
within the uncertainty of the measurements.
Cohesive Fracture Energy. The fracture energies of the neat

and blend films are plotted in Figure 5c, as measured by four-
point bending (FPB) tests. The neat FTAZ films had a

monotonic increase in Gc from 0.89 to 7.22 J m−2 when going
from the 15k to 120k films, indicating improved cohesion with
the increase in MW. The fracture energy of the P(NDI2OD-
T2) film was found to be 7.00 J m−2. In polymer thin films, Gc

is often associated with the size of the plastic zone, which
forms ahead of the crack tip in the form of crazes or local
yielding. The presence of a plastic zone can be inferred by
studying the fracture surface. We examined the surfaces by
atomic force microscopy (AFM) and observed that the
roughness of the fracture surface tracked well with the increase
in Gc, where the RMS roughness of the fractured surface is
given in Figure 5d, determined from the AFM scans provided
in Figures S9 and S10. The low-MW FTAZ (15k) films had a
relatively smooth fracture surface indicative of little plastic
deformation near the crack tip. In these films, it was also
observed that the crack propagated close to the Ca interface.
This crack location is attributed to the low fracture resistance
of the polymer, which prevents the crack from getting arrested
within the bulk of the film before it propagates in the plane of
the film during the FPB tests. Conversely, in films with 25k and
higher-MW FTAZ, the crack propagation was observed to be
in the middle of the film. It should be noted that the FPB test
architecture was different than the OPV device stack. The
device was an inverted architecture with ZnO interface layer,
whereas the FPB employed a conventional device stack with a
PEDOT:PSS layer. This was done to directly compare the
fracture energy to COS, which was for films also cast on
PEDOT:PSS. In addition, this approach eliminated the use of

Figure 5. (a) Crack onset strain, (b) elastic modulus, and (c) fracture energy of the neat and the blend films with different molecular weights of
FTAZ. The mean and the first standard deviation for COS and Ef were calculated from at least five samples and those of the fracture energy values
were calculated from at least seven samples and used as the uncertainty of the measurement. The COS of the neat 120k film does not have an error
bar as all the films were stretched to 100% without any crack formation. (d) Root mean square (RMS) roughness of the fractured neat and blend
films of different MWs of FTAZ. Roughness of the fractured films was obtained from the AFM scans of size 10 × 10 μm. “D”, “D:A”, and “A” in the
legend represents neat FTAZ, FTAZ:P(NDI2OD-T2) blend, and neat P(NDI2OD-T2), respectively.
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the rougher ZnO layer in the fracture tests that may influence
fracture behavior.42 Despite of the different specimen
architecture, the crack propagation takes place through the
active layer capturing film cohesion. The depth of the fracture
path is reported in Table S3.
The RMS roughness of the fracture surfaces also increased

significantly when considering the higher-MW FTAZ films.
The trend is consistent with the increasing COS of the films,
indicating that the plastic zone near the crack tip contributes
significantly to the increase in Gc. A linear correlation between
(Gc/t)

0.5 and COS for a range of conjugated polymer thin films
has been previously reported.23 This relationship is shown to
hold here for the different MW neat FTAZ films, as shown in
Figure S11. The blend films show a similar trend; however, it
does not follow the clear linear relationship between (Gc/t)

0.5

and COS. This is attributed to the complex intermolecular load
transfer between polymers. The jump in fracture energy when
using an FTAZ with MW greater than 25k is consistent with
the transition to an MW with significant polymer entangle-
ments, similar to the transition observed in the elastic modulus.
The lack of interchain entanglement results in a small plastic
zone behind the crack tip as illustrated in Figure 1b. The
entanglement of polymer chains enables the transfer of the
applied strain energy to a much larger area increasing the size
of the plastic zone and hence the Gc. The fractured film of
P(NDI2OD-T2) exhibited larger domains with moderate
surface roughness (Figure S9g). These smoother fracture
surface of P(NDI2OD-T2) compared with FTAZ for a similar
MW is attributed to the semicrystalline nature of the film. The
FTAZ:P(NDI2OD-T2) blend films exhibited a different
behavior with the MW compared to the neat FTAZ films.
The blend films with 15k and 25k were found to have a low Gc

of 0.98 and 2.77 J m−2, respectively, despite of the substantially
higher Gc of P(NDI2OD-T2) (∼7 J m−2). Blends with the
larger MW variants of FTAZ show a drastic increase in the
values of Gc, with the values within a range of 7.30 to 7.96 J
m−2. The Gc’s of the 30k, 40k, 60k, and 120k blends were
observed to be quite close to the Gc of P(NDI2OD-T2). The
roughness of the fractured films followed a similar trend as the
measured Gc. This behavior is also attributed to the
entanglement formation in the FTAZ, which allows for
effective load transfer between FTAZ chains and the ductile
P(NDI2OD-T2).
The results observed from the DMA, the COS, the Ef, and

the Gc experiments complement one another and show a

dramatic change in the mechanical behavior of the neat FTAZ
and the blend films moving from 25k to 30k and higher. This
behavior can be attributed to a significant increase in donor−
donor and donor−acceptor entanglements. It can also be
deduced that the entanglement MW of FTAZ is below 30
kg mol−1.

Thickness Dependent OPV Performance. The large
plastic zone near the crack tip assists in achieving the large
fracture energy of the high-MW blend films. This plastic zone
may ultimately be constrained by the thickness of the film.
Thus, to further increase the Gc, the thickness of the blend film
can be increased allowing the plastic zone to increase in
size.11,20 Here, we consider the thickness dependence of the
blend film on both fracture energy and solar cell PCE. The
100k blend films with thickness ranging from 60 to 200 nm
were investigated. We observed a significant increase in Gc

from 5.0 to 10.5 J m−2 with film thickness, as shown in Figure
6a. We also observed a significant increase in the roughness of
the fractured films with thickness, as shown in Figure S13,
which is consistent with the larger plastic zone around the
crack tip. However, the photovoltaic performance was
observed to peak for the 110 nm-thick films and then drop
as the film thickness was increased, as shown in Figure 6b. This
drop in performance corresponds to a significant drop in the
fill factor (FF) of the devices, with characteristic current−
voltage curves given in Figure S12. The drop in FF is often
associated with increased charge recombination due to longer
distances the charge needs to travel to reach the electrodes and
the lower internal electric field.43−45 To take advantage of the
improved fracture energy with thickness, strategies to maintain
performance with thicker active layers are needed. Alter-
natively, designing interfaces for the active layer that can
effectively transfer the load to tough adjacent layers can be
used to improve the solar cell cohesion.46

■ CONCLUSIONS

The mechanical properties and solar cell performance of the
all-PSC active layers with different MWs of the donor polymer
and a high-MW acceptor polymer were studied. Both the
donor and acceptor polymers were chosen due to their
promising electronic characteristics and thermomechanical
properties, where each polymer had signatures of chain
relaxation significantly below room temperature. It was found
that there is a significant dependence on the solar cell

Figure 6. (a) Cohesive fracture energy (Gc) and (b) power conversion efficiency (PCE) of the OPV devices at different thicknesses of
100k:P(NDI2OD-T2)-based active layers. The mean and the first standard deviation of Gc and PCE are from at least five devices, which is used as
the uncertainty of the measurement.
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performance and mechanical behavior with the donor polymer
MW.
The role of molecular weight was isolated from the film

morphology, where a similar long period was measured by R-
SoXS for all films. By having a similar morphology among
films, the role of MW on solar cell performance and
mechanical resilience could be clearly observed. We found
that employing one of the two polymers with low MW results
in BHJ films with poor mechanical ductility and toughness.
When increasing the MW above what appears to be an
entanglement threshold, the FTAZ donor is able to effectively
transfer load to neighboring chains, significantly improving
mechanical behavior. Once the FTAZ is above the
entanglement MW, the fracture energy of the BHJ films
largely depends on the tougher of the two polymers. It was
found that increasing the MW also improved power conversion
efficiency, primarily through an increase in Jsc. Thus, for all-
PSC of FTAZ: P(NDI2OD-T2), high-MW polymers were
beneficial for both the device performance and mechanical
stability. This resulted in the best reported combination of
fracture energy and solar cell PCE reported to date.20,25

Increasing the film thickness leads to an even larger cohesive
fracture energy due to the unconstrained size of the plastic
zone near the crack tip. However, this came at the cost of solar
cell performance. While this represents a constraint, designing
adjacent layers of the solar cell to accommodate strain energy
should assist in further improving cohesion. The results
presented here demonstrate that high-MW all-PSCs are a
promising strategy to achieve mechanically robust solar cells.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials. Seven batches of FTAZ with different molecular
weights were synthesized as previously reported.28,47 The MWs were
determined using high-temperature gel permeation chromatography
relative to the polystyrene standard, and the traces are plotted in
Figure S1. The different batches are addressed as 15k, 25k, 30k, 40k,
60k, 100k, and 120k, corresponding to the measured molecular
weights as shown in Table 1. The acceptor polymer P(NDI2OD-T2)
with an Mn of 92.3 kg mol−1 and a PDI of 1.82 was procured from
Ossila.
Film and Device Preparation. A schematic of the OPV device

architecture is represented in Figure 1a. To fabricate the OPV devices,
110 mg of zinc acetate was dissolved in a mixture of 30.5 μL of
ethanolamine and 1 mL of methoxyethanol with stirring for at least 2
h.48 The solution was then spin-coated on clean ITO-coated glass
substrates at 6000 rpm for 50 s. The spin-coated zinc acetate film was
immediately annealed at 150 °C for 5 min, resulting in a 35 nm-thick
ZnO film. FTAZ and P(NDI2OD-T2) were dissolved in chlor-
obenzene (CB) at a donor/acceptor ratio of 1:1 by weight with a
solution concentration given in Table S1. The solutions were stirred
and heated overnight at 90 °C and then spun-cast using the recipe
described in Table S1 to achieve a film thickness of approximately 110
nm. A 10 nm-thick layer of MoO3 and a 100 nm-thick layer of Al were
thermally evaporated on the active layer at a pressure of 1 × 10−6

mbar and patterned using a shadow mask resulting in a solar cell area
of 6.9 mm2. The solar cell performance was tested using Oriel Sol3A
(Newport Corporation) solar simulator under illumination of AM
1.5G. The absorbance of the polymer films was measured using an
Ocean Optics Jazz spectrometer.
Film on Elastomer Measurements. A PEDOT:PSS (AI 4083,

Heraeus Materials) film was spin-coated at 5000 rpm for 1 min and
then annealed at 120 °C for 20 min on a clean Si substrate. The active
layers were spin-coated as specified in Table S1. The film was then
transferred onto a slightly pre-strained slab of polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) mounted on a custom strain stage.49 The transfer was
accomplished by immersing the film/PDMS composite in water.

Water dissolved the PEDOT:PSS, resulting in only the film of interest
on the PDMS. The Ef was measured by releasing the pre-strain on the
PDMS, resulting in film wrinkles. The wrinkle wavelength can then be
used to determine the Ef of the film, as previously described.49 The
COS was determined by straining the film/PDMS composite in
tension and observing the film under an optical microscope. The
strain at which the crack initiation is observed was identified as the
COS.50

Fracture Energy Measurements. Fracture energy was measured
by FPB tests described in detail elsewhere.23,51 Samples were prepared
by spin coating a PEDOT:PSS film on a 50 mm × 50 mm × 1 mm
glass substrate that was then thermally annealed. The active layers
were cast on the substrates following the recipes in Table S1. The 20
nm-thick Ca and 100 nm-thick Al layers were then thermally
evaporated. The entire stack was sealed with top glass substrates using
a brittle layer of thermally cured (at 80 °C for 1 h) epoxy (EPO-TEK
353-ND).19 Trenches (0.9 mm-deep) were cut on both the sides of
the stack using a dicing machine (DAD 321, Disco Co.). The test
specimens with a size of 50 mm × 5 mm were cleaved from the stack.
A 0.9 mm-deep pre-notch was also created using a dicing saw, which
acts as the initiator of the crack during the application of load. The
fractured films were probed with an Asylum MFP-3D atomic force
microscope (AFM).

Dynamic Mechanical Analysis. The DMA measurements were
conducted with a TA Instruments DMA 850. The CB-based solution
was drop-cast on a fiber glass mesh cut at a 45° angle to the direction
of strands and allowed to dry in a N2-filled glovebox. The method of
using a fiber glass mesh has been discussed elsewhere in further
detail.34,52 The test sample was loaded in a tension clamp and tested
under the strain control mode with an oscillating strain of 0.1%. The
strain was applied at the frequency of 1 Hz, and the temperature scan
was at a rate of 3 °C min−1. The sample was first heated up to 80 °C
to remove moisture and residual solvents and then cooled to −100
°C.
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